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Objective 

Many parents report teaching their young children about reading and writing. The main goal of 
this research was to examine whether parents’ instructive or directive feedback is more effective in 
enhancing their young children’s spelling abilities. Directive feedback is manifested by high levels of 
control and low levels of independence, whereas instructive feedback offers more room for exploration 
and self-learning. In the present study, it was hypothesized that instructive feedback would lead to greater 
improvement in child spelling skills.  

 
Method  

Participants. The participants in this study were 30 parent-child dyads. There were 29 mothers and 
1 father, as well as 13 boys and 17 girls between the ages of 48 months to 76 months (Mage = 59.9 months). 
Children were enrolled in kindergarten programs in Ottawa, Canada. 

Stimuli. The spelling task included six words: day, tie, ape, boat, bite, and note. The letters within 
each word were classifed in one of three categories based on the complexity of their structure and use of 
phonological function. The Vowels-as-Letter-Name category represents the A, I, O because their sounds 
in the six words is the same as their letter names. The Consonant+Silent E category demonstrates how the 
letter E can change the pronunciation of a preceding vowel  (i.e., ape, note, bite). The Vowel+Silent Letter 
category includes letters that do not have a phonological function per se but affect the pronunciation of 
the preceding vowel (i.e., Y, A, E in day, boat, tie). Overall, the first category should be easier to spell 
compared to the other two categories.  

Procedure. Dyads were presented with two felt boards: one was blank and another had letters on 
it. Dyads were asked to print six words, as they saw fit, by selecting letters from one board and placing 
them on the other.  

Coding. Videotapes of parent-child interactions were coded using the Behavioral Observation 
Research Interactive Software (BORIS). Parent feedback was defined as any comments made by a parent 
following their child not placing a letter on the board or placing an erroneous letter. 
 
Results 

Children’s spelling attempts were analyzed for each letter category. In the easy category (Vowels-as-
Letter-Name), 77% of children were correct on their first attempt. In contrast, only 56% of children were 
correct on their first attempt in the two harder categories (Consonant+Silent E and Vowel+Silent Letter). 
Contrary to the hypothesis, children performed better when they received DF as compared to IF on their 
second attempt. After parents provided DF, child accuracy was 56%, 75%, and 62%, whereas after parents 
provided IF, child accuracy was 35%, 58%, and 14% on the Vowels-as-Letter-Name, Consonant+Silent 
E, and Vowel+Silent Letter category, respectively.  
 
Conclusion 

In this study, children were not learning to read and spell in school, yet their parents readily taught 
them about spelling. In fact, children did fairly well on their first attempt, without any parent feedback. 
The results in the present study did not appear to support the hypothesis that instructive feedback leads to 
greater learning improvement. Directive feedback appeared to be a more helpful way for parents to teach 
their young child how to spell, particularly with silent letters. However, it could be that instructive 
feedback becomes more effective when children have more spelling experience and advanced literacy 
knowledge. Future research can examine this question when children learn to spell in school. 
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Appendix A 
 
Table 1. Letter Groups 
A, I, O Letters are vowels in (A)PE, B(I)TE, N(O)TE, T(I)E, D(A)Y, and B(O)AT 

Silent E Letter E has a phonological function at the end of AP(E), BIT(E), and NOT(E) 
Y, A, E Letters has no phonological function at the end of TI(E), DA(Y) and the middle of BO(A)T 

 
Table 2. Examples of Parent Directive Feedback 
"The other ones (letters) are there, but this one isn't" 
"In other words, that's where it went" 
"There's only one (letter E)" 
"Remember when we did the word TIE, it was /t/" 
"What was the one that you put at the end of APE?" 
"At the end" 
"Do you want me to help you?" 
"The I is the one that looks like 1, remember?" 
"The stick with the two loops on it" 
"It's got the stick with a loop at the top" 
"The A is silent again" 
"What was the letter on BITE?" 
"What was at the end of TIE, NOTE?" 

 
Table 3. Examples of Parent Instructive Feedback  
"But that's not /no/, right?" 
"When two vowels go walking, the first one does the talking, so the O gets to do 
the talking." 
"Do you know what word you spelled?" 
"Sometimes at the end of the word, what do we put in it to make an ending 
sound?" 
"Do you know another one that is a vowel?” 
"The A makes the O say its name" 
"It's a consonant" 
"It's either this one (A) or this one (E), which one do you think?" 
"Are you done with that word?" 
"Does this say TIE?" 
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